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- ATCC® Repository and Distribution
- bluebird bio® LVV-RM Working Group Support
- FDA Regulatory Guidance
- Canada National Research Council
- LVV-RM Working Group Support
- ISBioTech™ LVV-RM Working Group Support
- BioProcessing JOURNAL LVV-RM Content Publishing

- Production and Purification
- Project coordination and oversight, LVV-RM website hosting
- Sterile Filter and Vial
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Media, wave bags, production bag sample manifolds

Sterile filters, cryostorage and process bags

Benzonase®, supplements, buffers, chemicals, membrane and clarification filters

Chemicals, buffers, media, bags, product vials and closures
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- BIA separations: Monolith cartridges
- CPSI Biotech: Controlled thawing system
- eppendorf: SU bioreactors
- HAMILTON: Bioreactor probes
- REPLIGEN: TFF filters and accessories
- TERUMO: Tubing weld wafers
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LVV-RM Project Update

Presentation at 3:15 pm (EDT) from the National Research Council Canada (NRCC):

- Anja Rodenbrock, MSc
- July Dorion-Thibaudeau, PhD